
 



Annotation of MWEs and NEs in the Serbian extension of ELEXIS-WSD: 
comparisons, solutions and open questions

cvetana@jerteh.rs, ranka@rgf.rs, aleksandra.markovic@isj.sanu.ac.rs

1. The extension of ELEXIS-WSD
• automatically translated SS, checked, 

proofread; automatically tokenized, 
lemmatized, POS-tagged, manually 
corrected. 

To do: 
• annotation (MWEs, NEs & syntactic)
• linking with the sense repository.

• 2. All MWEs & NEs from the WSD
automatically translated into SR. 
• lingua franca (6 lang. sets)
• ‘Greece’ the most freequent NE

3. The comparison of MWEs & NEs 
accross languages
• automatic translation of MWEs 

sometimes imprecise: издигам се (BG) 
nastati ‘become’ (*ustati (SR) ‘get up’) 

• sometimes the translation of MWEs 
was good, but not annotated in SSS 
(društvena mreža ‘social network’)

• the lack of annotation is not unusual in 
other sets: heavy water (EN) & тежка 
вода (BG) weren’t annotated neither.

WG1&2

mailto:cvetana@jerteh.rs


 



An English-Bulgarian Comparable Corpus Annotated with FrameNet Valence Patterns

Ivelina Stoyanova  |  iva@dcl.bas.bg | https://dcl.bas.bg/
Department of Computational Linguistics, Institute for Bulgarian Language, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

WG2
2nd General Meeting 

University of Naples “L’Orientale”, Naples, Italy
8-9 February 2024

Objectives
❖ Practical: 
➢ To build a bilingual corpus that demonstrates the syntactic realisation of the conceptual description of verbs in 

English and Bulgarian. 
➢ To combine information from various resources for the extensive semantic and syntactic description of verbs. 

❖ Theoretical: 
➢ To study universality and the possible cross-language linking and transfer of information (English- Bulgarian).

For English:
❖ 13,295 annotated examples
❖ 3,577 different valence patterns

For Bulgarian (work in progress):
❖ 2,050 annotated examples
❖ 272 different valence patterns

SemCor

BulSemCor

Lexical-semantic 
resources

BulNC

Corpus 
resources

WordNet FrameNet
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Universal Dependencies Treebank for Standard Albanian
Nelda Kote1, Anila Çepani Sema2, Alba Haveriku1

1Polytechnic University of Tirana, Tirana, Albania
2University of Tirana, Tirana, Albania

nkote@fti.edu.al; anila.cepani@unitir.edu.al; alba.haveriku@fti.edu.al 
This project was funded by the National Agency for Scientific Research and 
Innovation as part of the National Research and Development Programs.

ANNOTATED CORPORA

➢ Sentence segmentation;
➢ Words segmentation within a sentence;
➢ Lemmatization;
➢ Part-of-speech tags;
➢ Morphological features;
➢ Syntactic annotation.

CONTRIBUTION

➢ A UD treebank for the Standard 
Albanian language, created in 
collaboration between 
linguistics and information 
technology experts.

➢ 25,000 tokens, 1,300 sentences. 

WG1, WG3

https://unidive.lisn.upsaclay.fr/
mailto:nkote@fti.edu.al
mailto:anila.cepani@unitir.edu.al
mailto:alba.haveriku@fti.edu.al


Creativity, productivity and diversity:
The case of Hebrew possessive constructions

Ittamar Erb & Nurit Melnik
The Open University of Israel

Goals:
Predict construction extensibility:
i. model construction diversity as attested in 

linguistic corpora.
ii. predict speakers’ evaluation of coinages: 

unattested combinations of constructions with 
lexical items.

Diversity measures: Variety | Balance | Disparity

Two competing constructions:
(1) ha-ʃem ʃel-i

the-name of-POSS.1S
‘my name'

(2) ʃm-i
name-POSS.1S
‘my name'

Prepositional
construction

Suffixed construction

Balance:
Type-token ratio

Spoken Written

prep. suff. prep. suff.

0.438 0.320 0.890 0.319
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● Languages: Lithuanian - English

● Data: cybersecurity domain
1)lexicon (terminology: TBX)
2)corpora (parallel: TMX / annotated: CoNLL)

● Challenge: Publish that such that
1)All data can be easily re-used
2)We integrate lexical data, linguistic 

annotations and parallel corpus
3)We access / query / interlink / process all data 

with off-the-shelf technology

● UniDive: WG2 (mostly)

● Status: On-going

We have a solution that works nicely :)

for us ..., but 

1)Can we do better? 
Can we improve data modelling?

2)Can we do more? 
What needs to be done to apply this to other 
use cases? Where would it be beneficial?

Enhancing 
Interoperability for 
Under-Resourced 
Languages

Christian Chiarcos,¹ Maxim Ionov,² 
Andrius Utka,³ Sigita Rackevičienė4

¹University of Augsburg, Germany 
²University of Cologne, Germany 

³Vytautas Magnus University, Lithuania 
4Mykolas Romeris University, Lithuania



Old Egyptian Multiword Expressions consisting of a head word +      ib ‟heart”
Roberto A. Díaz Hernández 

University of Jaén

Phases of Egyptian
Egyptian is one of the longest lived languages in history. This Afroasiatic 
language knew the following phases:

1) Old Egyptian (ca. 2700–2000 BC)

2) Middle Egyptian (ca. 2000–1400 BC)

3) Late Egyptian (ca. 1300–700 BC)

4) Demotic (7th century BC to 5th century BC)

5) Coptic (4th to 14th century CE)

Aim of this research work

It is a semantic and syntactic analysis of Old Egyptian MULTIWORD
EXPRESSIONS (MWEs) consisting of a head word + ib “heart”.

Old Egyptian uses the noun “heart” with a metonymic meaning to form 
MULTIWORD EXPRESSIONS as do some modern languages, for example:

“Listen to your heart” / (G.) “Höre auf dein Herz” / (Sp.) “Escucha a tu
corazón”

It is an opportunity to check the validity of the universal categorization of 
MWEs based mostly on modern Indo-European languages.

Applying the definition of a MWE to Old Egyptian
(see Savary et al. 2018: 92–93 and Baldwin/Kim 2010: 269)

A MWE is a sequence of words with the following properties:

a) It shows some degree of orthographic, morphological, syntactic and 
semantic idiosyncrasy.

b) It has at least two lexicalized components including a head word and 
another syntactically related word.

Work in progress WG1, WG2, WG3, WG4

Typology

Old Egyptian MWEs consisting of a head word + ib can be classified into: 

1) NOMINAL MULTIWORD EXPRESSIONS (NMWEs) if the head word is a noun. 
There are two types of NMWEs:

a) Noun/infinitive + ib.

b) Adjective/participle + ib. This type corresponds to the Sanskrit 
construction known as bahuvrīhi.

2) PREPOSITIONAL MULTIWORD EXPRESSIONS (PMWEs) if the head word is a 
preposition.

3) VERBAL MULTIWORD EXPRESSIONS (VMWEs) if the head word is a verb. 
There are two types of VMWEs:

a) Light-verb constructions (LVCs).

b) Verbal idioms (IDs).

The poster shows one of the earliest occurrences of MWEs in a cross-linguistic 
perspective. It also contains a list of 63 ib-MWEs in Old Egyptian.

Idiosyncrasy of Old Egyptian MWEs

A word stem can be used in different types of MWEs

1) A verb stem in a VMWE can be transformed into an infinitive in a NMWE.

2) Most of NMWEs derive from a verb stem.

3) A preposition in a PMWE can be used as a nisba adjective in a NMWE.

4) The meaning of a MWE can change due to syntactic reasons.



 



Creating a Multilingual Wide-Coverage 
Multi-Layered Semantically Annotated Corpus
S. Conia, E. Barba, A. Carlos Martinez Lorenzo, P. Huguet Cabot, R. Orlando, L. Procopio, R. Navigli

Word Sense Disambiguation Semantic Role Labeling Semantic Parsing Relation Extraction+ ++

5 languages: 
English, French, German, 

Italian, Spanish
7-20M sentences,
190-518M tokens

PNRR MUR project 
PE0000013-FAIR



 



 



 



Morpheme-level Coreference Annotations
for Pro-dropped Languages
Motivation and Goal:
• Coreferential relations of dropped pronouns is necessary for Pro-Dropped languages in Coreference Resolution

• Null-subjects and omitted possessive pronouns
• Information about dropped pronouns are easily deducible from morphology, morphemes.
• Representation and Evaluation Scheme

Approach:
• Each pronominal marker ~ coreferential mention

• `Possessive marker' for nouns, and `Personal marker' for verbs.
• No added any artifically inserted token (e.g. empty node)

• Eliminates difficulty in determining the most accurate and natural position of the empty node in the sentence
• Validated on Turkish Coreference Resolution

Key Observations:
• Representation Scheme: Multiple annotation over a single token is allowed, no need to add artificially inserted token.
• Evaluation Scheme: Pre and post-processors to enhance available CR evaluator to cover dropped pronouns (i.e., 

multiple annotations over a single word) are developed.
Tuğba Pamay Arslan, Gülşen Eryiğit
{pamay, gulsen.cebiroglu}@itu.edu.tr #17, Session B

Sen [benim] anne[m]in geldiğ[i]ni gördü[n] mü?
mü?Sen   benim annemin geldiğini   gördün mü?

You    my      mother         came        see_did 

Did you see the coming of my mother ?
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Adding Semantics to UD markers
Tudor Voicu, Verginica Barbu Mititelu

 

● focus on functional MWEs: conjunctions
● consistent annotation of multiword conjunctions 

in a UD treebank
● adding a semantic layer to the UD treebank using 

PDTB 3.0 inventory of discourse relations



Philotis web-based platform:

• Full pipeline for speech-, image- and text-to-text development of
raw and annotated corpora and models (UD-framed)

• Key-board development facility

• Addressed to language specialists with varying technical expertise

• Openly available technology

The Philotis Platform: Empowering Low-Resource 
Language Processing

Vivian Stamou Vasileios Arampatzakis Dimitrios Karamatskos Vasileios 

Sevetlidis Nicolaos Valeontis Stella Markantonatou George Pavlidis
  

UniDive 2nd general meeting, University of  Naples L’Orientale,

Department of  Literary, Linguistic and Comparative Studies, UNIOR NLP Research Group, Italy
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